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Will the shutters come down forever?XX 
x x x x x x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x 

HELP!   X x x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

“BIG SOCIETY” IMPLODES.
The “Big Society,” run by public-spirited volunteers, isXX 
a  key  plank  of  Coalition  policies.  New  Leaf is  anXX 
organisation  that  surely  exemplifies  its  ideals.  NewXX 
Leaf is the power house that supplies the workforce toXX 
manage  the  wildlife  areas  of  Belair  Park.   ThisXX 
innovative  scheme  has  been  very  successful  inXX 
rehabilitating young offenders and inspiring them withXX 
enthusiasm  for  constructive  projects.  They  haveXX 
carried out vital work in Belair Park. New Leaf has alsoXX 
drawn in large numbers of youngsters from the OrangeXX 
Rock Corps, who have contributed work in return forXX 
concert tickets. They too have transformed the wildlifeXX 
area. Moreover,  New Leaf has been creating a smallXX 
botanical garden, arranged to illustrate the evolutionXX 
of plants, beside West Dulwich railway station.  X x x xxxx x x x x x x x 

x  x  x  x 
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A bombshell arrived on April 2, 2011.xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Despite  everything  that  it  contributes  to  theXX 
community,  New  Leaf,  operates  from  a  tiny,  ill-XX 
repaired  shop,  which  has  neither  running  water  orXX 
toilet facilities. For this, it has to find £90 per weekXX 
rent.  New Leaf has  been supported by a grant  fromXX 
Southwark's  Cleaner, Greener, Safer  programme. OutXX 
of the blue, we heard, CGS has been scrapped.  X x x 
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XXDr. Martin Heath, Chair of the Friends of Belair Park, responded:  “The Big Society is just big talk.XX 
XXBehind the sound-bites, are chaotic and ill-thought-through policies. Many dedicated individualsXX 
XXare already donating all their free time to projects that benefit the whole community, rather thanXX 
XXpursuing their own financial security. Vinnie O'Connell, founder of New Leaf, has kept this projectXX 
XXgoing by making up shortfalls out of his own pocket. The South London Press could not have chosenXX 
XXa better recipient of their Community Project of the Year (2010) award.  Remove the funding,XX 
XXwithout first putting alternative arrangements in place, and the volunteer infrastructure of thisXX 
XXcountry will simply collapse. People like Vinnie will no longer be able to make their contribution toXX 
XXthe community, and the costs will  outweigh the savings. The Big Society will shrivel and die.”XX 
XXAnyone wanting to support New Leaf should contact Vinnie on info@new-leaf.org.uk.       XXXXXXXXXXXX  X 
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XXThe Committee, Friends of Belair Park.xxxxxxxxxxxfriendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk  (tel: 020 8670 8924). x xxx 
x  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
x


